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This paper

I Quantitative macroeconomic model with final borrowers and
financial intermediaries

I Incorporate stochastic credit risk (defaults) and maturity
mismatch (maturity transformation)

I Compare the effects of normal recessions with financial recessions

I Use model to evaluate macro-prudential policy



The model

I Savers make short-term safe deposits at banks (deposit insurance)

I Banks make long-term risky loans to borrowers:

At, δAt, δ
2At, ... market value qmt

I idiosyncratic default risk is diversified
I but default rate is stochastic
I interest rate risk (maturity mismatch)
I leverage constraint

I Borrowers buy risky capital and hire labor to produce goods and
new capital

I stochastic default rate
I leverage constraint

I Aggregate shocks to TFP growth and idiosyncratic risk



Borrower risk sharing and default

I Each borrower has a time-independent idiosyncratic shock that
affects their profits. He defaults if profits are negative this period
(more on this later). Banks seizes everything they can, but some
is wasted

I But at the end of the period borrowers share everything; next
period everyone gets the same capital and debt

I =⇒ Representative borrower, no need to keep track of
distribution, no misallocation



Borrower Default

I Borrowers default if their current profit is negative

πi,t = gi,tK
1−α
t (ZtLt)

α −
∑

wjtL
j
t −At

where gi,t is the idiosyncratic shock (including effort) and At is
the debt coupon due today.

I Bank seizes not only profits but also capital worth ptKt, and
reduces debt by qmt At.

I why would a borrower default as soon as debt coupon is above
current operating profits?

I housing crisis: low house values =⇒ defaults and foreclosures
I policy of keeping asset prices high to avoid defaults?

I High idiosyncratic risk σt,ω or high debt payments At =⇒ more
defaults

I Representative borrower has stochastic default rate
I does it internalize the effect of A on qm?



Bank default

I Banks default when the value of assets (loans) is less than value
of liabilities (deposits)

I + random utility cost to smooth things out

I Depositors are bailed out by government =⇒ risk-shifting
I “heads we win, tails the government loses”
I deposit insurance fee κ, and leverage constraint:

deposits ≤ ξ × assets

I why is the government providing bailouts in this environment?
(bailouts are ultimately paid by savers)



Financial recessions and risk shocks
I Non-financial recessions: negative shock to TFP growth (“growth

shock”)
I Financial recession: growth shock + higher idiosyncratic risk
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Notes: Constructed from the Census of Manufactures and the Annual Survey of Manufactures using a balanced panel of 15,752 establishments active in 2005-
06 and 2008-09. TFP Shocks are defined as residuals from a plant-level log(TFP) AR(1) regression that also includes plant and year fixed effects. Moments of
the distribution for non-recession (recession) years are: mean 0 (-0.166), variance 0.198 (0.349), coefficient of skewness -1.060 (-1.340) and kurtosis 15.01
(11.96). The year 2007 is omitted because according to the NBER the recession began in 12/2007, so 2007 is not a clean “before” or “during” recession year.
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Figure 1: The variance of establishment-level TFP shocks 
increased by 76% in the Great Recession
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Figure 2: The variance of establishment-level sales growth 
rates increased by 152% in the Great Recession

Notes: Constructed from the Census of Manufactures and the Annual Survey of Manufactures using a balanced panel of 15,752 establishments active in 2005-
06 and 2008-09. Moments of the distribution for non-recession (recession) years are: mean 0.026 (-0.191), variance 0.052 (0.131), coefficient of skewness
0.164 (-0.330) and kurtosis 13.07 (7.66). The year 2007 is omitted because according to the NBER the recession began in 12/2007, so 2007 is not a clean
“before” or “during” recession year.

I Bloom et al. [2012]



Borrowers’ risk
I borrowers are exposed to aggregate shocks through the value of

capital ptKt

I ... but default reduces their debt
I their equity is initially hit very hard... but then it rebounds and

overshoots! (why?)

Figure 3: Financial vs. Non-financial Recessions: Balance Sheet Variables Non-financial Firms
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Blue line: non-financial recession, Red line: financial recession, Black line: no shocks.

falls precipitously in period 1 (top right panel). This prompts a sharp increase in the market

leverage ratio.

Most of the sharp recovery in market equity that occurs in period 2 is the result of a rebound

in the price of capital, aided by a more modest decline in the market price of corporate liabilities.

In period 2, firms are better capitalized than at the peak as they save for future investment

opportunities.

After period 2, as the economy normalizes and firms resume investment, corporate credit

starts to recover gradually. It takes 15 years following a financial recession before corporate

credit has caught up with the level of credit that follows a non-financial recession. In sum, the
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Banks’ risk

I Bank risk:
I credit risk (higher defaults)
I interest rate risk (maturity mismatch)
I this is right: Begenau et al. [2013]

I But incomplete markets. In practice banks
I use interest rate swaps to increase their exposure to interest rate

risk (Begenau et al. [2013])
I adjust the maturity of their assets (e.g. fixed vs. variable rate

loans)
I securitization strategy, CDS

I How would the model work with complete markets?
I Di Tella [2013]: shocks to idiosyncratic risk produce financial

crises even with complete markets



Banks’ maturity mismatch

I Maturity mismatch = maturity of assets - maturity of liabilities
Figure 2: Repricing/Maturity Gap
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Note: Sample period: 1997:Q2–2007:Q2. The solid line depicts the (weighted) median repricing/maturity
gap for our sample of 355 banks; the shaded band depicts the corresponding (weighted) inter-quartile range;
and the dotted line depicts the (weighted) median repricing/maturity gap for the entire U.S. commercial
banking sector. The repricing/maturity gap is defined as the weighted average reported repricing/maturity
time of assets less the weighted average reported repricing/maturity time of liabilities; savings, demand, and
transaction deposits are included at their contractual (that is, zero) maturity. All percentiles are weighted by
bank total assets.

sample, while the shaded band represents the corresponding (asset-weighted) inter-quartile range;

for comparison, the dotted line shows the (asset-weighted) median repricing maturity gap for the

entire U.S. commercial banking sector. Although generally trending higher over time, the median

repricing/maturity gap in the sample has, nonetheless, fluctuated in a relatively narrow range of 3

to 5 years. More important for our purposes, however, is the considerable degree of variation in

the asset-liability mismatches across banks at each point in time—it is this cross-sectional variation

that will help us identify the role that maturity transformation plays in determining how banks’

equity valuations react to unanticipated movements in interest rates.

An obvious question that emerges at this point concerns the extent to which banks that, ac-

cording to our metric, perform more maturity transformation also differ systematically in other

dimensions. To get at this question, we sort our sample of banks into quintiles based on their

average repricing/maturity gap over the sample period and then compute medians of selected bank

characteristics for each quintile. The results of this exercise are shown in Table 3.
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I English et al. (2012)

I maturity mismatch goes up when interest rates are low



The role of financial frictions

I We have a model with EZ preferences, and savers have high EIS
= 4, and really high RRA = 20.

I Then we hit it with shocks to growth rate and risk
I Bansal et al. [2009, 2014], Bansal and Yaron [2004]

I How much of the effects come from this, and how much from the
financial frictions, defaults, intermediaries?



Macro-prudential policy

I Three experiments:
I raise deposit insurance fee κ
I tighten banks’ leverage constraint ξ

deposits ≤ ξ × assets

I tighten firms’ leverage constraint

I Tightening constraints benefits the agent getting regulated:
monopoly power? Deposit insurance fee κ helps savers because it
reduces risk shifting?

I But what is the optimal policy? We have several sources of
inefficiency here:

I bailouts =⇒ risk shifting: use deposit insurance fee κ?
I incomplete markets: redistribute via prices (Lorenzoni [2008])
I price of capital appears in constraints: tax/subsidize capital?
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